Nuclear reprogramming in nuclear transplant rabbit embryos.
The first six genetically verified nuclear transplant rabbits have been produced in this study. Individual eight-cell stage embryo blastomeres were transferred and fused with enucleated mature oocytes of which six full-term offspring were produced out of 164 manipulated eggs. The following efficiency rates were determined for the nuclear transplantation procedure: chromosomal removal from oocytes, 92%; fusion rate, 84%; activation rate, 46%; embryo transfer rate, 27%. Additional reasons for the low efficiency rate of nuclear transplant embryos may include limited development due to aging in recipient oocytes and asynchronous transfers of manipulated embryos to recipient females. The successful development to term may have been due to the ability of the mature oocyte to reprogram the eight-cell stage nuclei. The number of cells in blastocysts derived from isolated eight-cell blastomeres (18 +/- .08) was lower than that of nonmanipulated pronuclear (106 +/- 5.1) and nuclear transplant embryos derived from eight-cell stage nuclei (91 +/- 10.2) (p less than 0.001). This evidence along with the significant amount of nuclear swelling in nuclear transplant embryos and a delay in the time of blastocyst formation indicate that nuclear reprogramming had taken place in these embryos. Successful nuclear reprogramming indicates that serial transfers could result in the expanded multiplication of mammalian embryos.